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The Green Building Initiative (GBI) is an
international, nonprofit organization
whose mission is to reduce climate
impacts by improving the built
environment. We deliver education,
standards, assessments, and
certifications through an inclusive and
collaborative global community.

Better buildings, together.

Our programs exist under two umbrellas

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

GBI + Forbright Bank = increased accessibility
of green building certification

Building or portfolio managers may finance
their Green Globes certification through a CPACE loan, which can be included with
financing for other projects and can be applied
retroactively on projects completed within the
past 3 years.

CPACE
Introductory Course to CPACE

CPACE OVERVIEW


CPACE: Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy



WHAT: CPACE is a public-private partnership, enacted to
encourage energy efficiency, sustainability, water savings
and risk mitigation efforts for commercial properties.



USES: CPACE can be utilized to provide capital when
financing building improvements from light to heavy
renovation, gut rehabs, adaptive reuse and ground-up
(new construction) development projects.



HOW: At the closing of a CPACE project, debt service is
converted into a voluntary, non ad valorem real estate
tax or “special assessment”. This grants payments lien
priority and ties the assessment to the property itself,
allowing transferability if the property is sold.



PROPERTIES: Commercial properties eligible for CPACE
financing and improvements include hospitality, retail,
multifamily, mixed use, nonprofit and more.



AVAILABILITY: PACE-Enabling legislation has been passed
in 38 states plus D.C., PACE programs are now active
(launched and operating) in 30 states, plus D.C.
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IMPROVEMENTS: Over 1,000 energy efficiency, renewable energy, water
savings and resiliency improvements meet the qualifications for CPACE
financing and our commitment to decarbonization and sustainability.
Many of the eligible improvements are already required by local building
codes, which may be a variety of improvements from the following
categories: solar, building envelope and roofing, HVAC, lighting, electric,
water conservation and much more.



BENEFITS:

Long-term, fixed-rate financing with up to 30-year terms

Interest only options available*,

Reduces personal risk; non-recourse and non-accelerating funding

Reserves working capital

Up to 100% financing

First payment deferral

Low-cost alternative to mezzanine debt

Finance all soft costs and provides liquidity

Off balance sheet financing

Transferable with the sale of the property

Costs can be shared with tenants

Retroactive financing on projects completed in the last 3 years *

Adjustable-rate terms of 5 and 10 years*

Substantially improves cash flow, lowering debt service

*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.

ELIGIBLE IMPROVEMENTS UNDER CPACE


RENEWABLE ENERGY: Solar systems, wind turbines, grey
water recycling, charging stations, and energy
storage systems



RESILIENCY: Wind mitigation, seismic strengthening



DOOR AND WINDOWS: High efficiency glass, insulating
doors, impact-resistant doors and windows, applied
window film



ROOF: Wind resistant re-roof, solar reflective cool roof,
fluid applied silicon coating systems, green roofs and
roof gardens



HVAC: Indoor and outdoor lighting fixtures, lighting
controls



WATER CONSERVATION: Low flow faucets, shower
heads and toilets, irrigation controls, high efficiency
sprinklers



BUILDING ENVELOPE: Insulation, radiant barriers, air
sealing, cool wall coating
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*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.

C-PACE PARTICPATING LOCATIONS
PACE: Legislation has been passed in 38 states including the District of Columbia. 30 states including D.C. are now participating in
the PACE program.
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*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.

PROPERTY OWNER ADVANTAGES
FINANCES
 Long term, fixed rate financing.
 Predictability of borrowing by reducing carrying costs.
 Flexible payment options, easing refinancing burden.
 100% of hard and soft costs for CPACE eligible measures.
 Low-cost alternative to construction, first mortgage debt or mezzanine debt.
 CPACE costs may be partially offset by recovery through tenant tax reimbursements or green room taxes/fees on hotels.
FEATURES
 Property based, non-recourse with no financial covenants.
 Processed as a real estate tax, treated as a property expense, not a contingent liability against PO balance sheet.
 Many jurisdictions have lookback features of one to three years.
•

“Look back” means the ability to refinance energy efficient projects completed within the lookback period as provided by the jurisdiction.

•

Provides access to liquidity for qualifying improvements already completed without refinancing the entire capital stack.

 Freely transferable to a new buyer and CPACE financing remains with the property.
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CAPITAL STACK COMPARISON

65%

FIRST
MORTGAGE
DEBT

15%

MEZZANINE DEBT

20%

OWNER EQUITY

Traditional Capital Stack

FIRST
MORTGAGE
DEBT

CPACE replaces more expensive debt.

65%

CPACE

15%

OWNER EQUITY

20%

Capital Stack with CPACE

Developers can complete their capital stack and lower their weighted cost of capital with access to
affordable, long-term financing that may take the place of more expensive debt and equity.

*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.
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CAPITAL STACK COMPARISON
COST OF CAPITAL

LOWEST
SENIOR DEBT

C-PACE

HIGHEST

MEZZANINE/OTHER

PREFERRED EQUITY

OWNER EQUITY

CPACE is frequently used to close the gap in equity on new construction and redevelopment transactions. Financing
costs, generally range from 4% to 6% fixed, provide significant capital cost savings over traditional mezzanine debt or
preferred equity costs, which usually range between 9% to 15%.

DECREASE
CAPITAL
COSTS
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INCREASE
RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.
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CONCERNS & MITIGANTS
Mortgage Lender Concerns
 CPACE assessments prime a first mortgage lender’s security interest.
 Increases default and refinance risks.
 Not compatible with mortgage loans that are securitized.
CPACE Program Restrictions / Mitigants


CPACE may not be accelerated if sufficient cash flow is unavailable to pay the CPACE assessment.



First mortgage lenders typically take escrows for CPACE payment in the same manner as regular real estate taxes
and/or include recourse to mortgage loan guarantors for failure to pay CPACE assessments. CPACE does not restrict
first mortgage lender foreclosure. Mortgage lenders may exercise their typical remedies without third party influence.



CPACE structures are flexible – interest only periods, capitalized interest reserves, call protection – all of which can
reduce default and refinance risks. The CPACE assessment has no due-on-sale clause and is freely transferable.



Defaulted CPACE assessments are treated like tax liens and take extended periods of time to be sold or foreclosed.
Once a defaulted CPACE assessment is paid current, it continues in good standing.



Rating agencies have published guidance on inclusion of CPACE in capital stacks.



Projected savings from energy improvements typically exceed the cost of the CPACE improvements and result in
increased collateral values, and/or avoids fines for property owners (e.g., Climate Mobilization Act).



Fixed rate nature is a hedge against interest rate fluctuations and refinance risks.



Mortgage lenders can enhance client relationships and ultimately attract customers in a competitive lending market.
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C-PACE as Rescue Capital / Liquidity Tool
RECENT IMPACTS AND RETROCACTIVE FINANCING WITH CPACE
 Recent health crisis impacts have caused unprecedented low
occupancy in hotels resulting from travel bans, businesses
shutting down, convention and event cancellations and
general fear of leisurely travel. All of which are unavoidable
factors unrelated to the underlying asset quality, market
strength or management experience.
 During this time, hotel construction projects have been stalled
or delayed with property improvement plans postponed.
 The heath crisis has impacted several other property types,
such as senior living facilities and student housing.
 With little to no income generation, operators of these
properties have been forced to raise liquidity to carry the
fixed expenses and debt service of their properties during a
time when traditional lenders have pulled back on asset
classes.
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RETROACTIVE FINANCING with CPACE
CPACE can provide retroactive or “look back” financing
to recover the liquidity invested into property renovations
or construction costs for periods generally ranging from
12-36 months (see lookback example provided)
Retroactive CPACE financing can be used as a bridge to
carry costs until occupancy rates recover, create interest
reserves to prevent foreclosure or to pay down more
expensive debt.

PERIOD LIMIT

“LOOK BACK” by STATE

3 Years

CA, FL, IL*, MI, MO, PA*, UT,

2-3 Years

CO, WI

2 Years

RI,

1 Year

CT,

Varies by Deal

DC, MD, MN,

*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.
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CULTURAL MOMENTUM SUPPORTING SUSTAINABILITY

Recent years prove a strong world-wide cultural trend supporting energy efficiency, preserving natural resources, reduced carbon
emissions and supporting economic development, propelling the use of CPACE programs:


The Center for Clean Air Policy affirms that buildings account for roughly one-third of global greenhouse gas
emissions while consuming 40% of the worlds energy.



Per the World Economic Forum, green-certified buildings generally have positive sale and rental premiums
compared to non-green buildings, as well as operating costs up to 14% lower and 9% higher occupancy
rates.



According to a Bloomberg Report in 2018, the total value of assets managed under the umbrella of “values
based, socially responsible and impact investing” had reached $23 trillion by 2016 – four times the investment
in 2012.



Studies by Nielson Deloitte indicate that millennials are willing to pay more for products and services seen as
sustainable or coming from socially and environmentally friendly companies.



A Trepp study of CMBS properties indicated significantly lower default rates among buildings prioritizing
energy efficiency.



The “Hotel Carbon Measurement Initiative” was formed in 2011, where 23 global hotel organizations
established a streamlined methodology for measuring the carbon footprint of individual hotel locations. Over
24,000 hotels globally have adopted this methodology.



States and cities including California, Washington DC, New York and Boston has developed ambitious
Climate Action Plans that include 2050 net zero goals.
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*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.
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C-PACE MARKET TO DATE
Statistics for Commercial PACE market shows between 2009 through
2021, over 2,760 CPACE transactions have closed with a cumulative
total exceeding $3.4 Billion
State

2,760

CPACE transactions

$3.4B
Financed in CPACE assessments

CA
OH
MN
CT
TX
NY
CO
MI
MO
WI
UT
FL
PA
IL
RI
MD
DC
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Investment
($, MM)
$974
$532
$210
$201
$177
$175
$158
$154
$131
$122
$86
$76
$72
$71
$64
$62
$56

*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.

FUTURE OF CPACE
CPACE is anticipated to increase to a $10 billion industry
by 2024. Appearing to have a resiliency to recent covid
impacts, CPACE trends are presenting additional
opportunity while other lenders have reduced permitted
leverages and lowered their commercial real estate
exposure.
The cultural support for CPACE financing is compelling.
CPACE promotes ESG (environmental, social and
governance) initiatives by allowing properties to be built
or renovated to be considerably more environmentally
resilient and energy efficient.
Growing acceptance of C-PACE among first mortgage
lenders, with over 300 Lenders consenting to PACE to
date.
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*Subject to jurisdictional guidelines.
CPACE program is subject to additional terms and conditions and/or fees.
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BusinessWire, Global Consumers willing to pay more for Sustainability
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211014005090/en/Recent-Study-RevealsMore-Than-a-Third-of-Global-Consumers-Are-Willing-to-Pay-More-for-Sustainability-asDemand-Grows-for-Environmentally-Friendly-Alternatives
7. Trepp Talk, Dr. Nancy Wallace | Poor energy efficiency may predict default risk
https://www.trepp.com/trepptalk/poor-energy-efficiency-may-predict-cmbs-default-risk
6.

8. Sustainable Hospitality Alliance | HCMI Initiative
https://sustainablehospitalityalliance.org/resource/hotel-carbon-measurement-initiative/
9. Washington Post, Net Zero Climate Initiatives
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/07/26/local-climate-california-net-zero/

CERTIFYING WITH GREEN GLOBES

AMPLIFY YOUR COMMITMENT
& CONTINUE TO IMPROVE
During or following a new construction, major renovation, or upgrade is
the perfect time to start your Green Globes certification.
Benefit from operational efficiencies and demonstrate your commitment
to sustainability by certifying with Green Globes in one of the following
programs or protocols:

BENEFITS OF CERTIFICATION
•

•

•

Demonstrate building and/or organizational
commitment to stakeholders
Help establish a baseline and offers guidance
for improvement
Often can meet state or local requirements
and/or financial incentive programs

•

Lower utility and operational costs

•

Improve the health & wellness of occupants

•

Increase tenant demand

•

Extend building life

•

Provide a powerful investor draw

THIRD-PARTY RECOGNITION OF GREEN GLOBES

Examples are not all inclusive.

GBI’S GREEN GLOBES CERTIFICATION
SUPPORTS SUSTAINABILITY & ESG GOALS
Three-in-one certification platform

•

Interactive online questionnaire

•

No “one size fits all” prerequisites

•

“Not Applicable” provision

•

Threshold for incremental recognition

•

Path Options

•

Third-party assessor & dedicated GBI support

GREEN GLOBES
ONLINE SOFTWARE
Interactive & Intuitive
Additional Information Popup
Tooltips, Assessment Guidance, References,
and Scoring Matrix
Activity Log
Exchange comments, attach supporting
documentation
Assessment Reporting
Detailed scoring breakdown, point variances,
verification required & recommendations
Performance Tracking
Energy, water, waste & emissions
Comparison Reporting
Within a portfolio or across multiple portfolios

GREEN GLOBES CERTIFIES COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
ADAPTABLE & COMPREHENSIVE
Office buildings and retail space

Multifamily: apartments, condos, dorms

Hospitality: hotels, restaurants

Hospitals

Entertainment: casinos, sports arenas,
theaters, museums, aquariums

Laboratories

Transportation: airports, rail stations
Universities/colleges, schools

Research Centers
Warehouses
Data Centers

GREEN GLOBES
RATING SYSTEM
•

Based out of 1,000 maximum points

•

Four levels of certification

•

Scores range from 0-100%

•

•

35% minimum score required to
certify
Meets jurisdictional requirements

GREEN GLOBES ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AREAS

GREEN GLOBES CREDIT FOR ELIGIBLE C-PACE EXPENSES

Improvement

Green Globes NC

Green Globes EB

Renewable Energy

X

X

Resiliency

X

X

Doors & Windows

X

X

Roof

X

X

HVAC

X

X

Water Conservation

X

X

Building Envelope

X

X

SUPPORTING RESOURCES
Collaborative & Transparent

GREEN GLOBES CERTIFICATION PRICING
GREEN GLOBES FOR NC

GREEN GLOBES FOR EB

(preferred pricing available for GBI members)

(preferred pricing available for GBI members)

Project Registration - $1,500

Project Registration - $1,500

Design Review - $4,635 - $15,500

Onsite Assessment - $4,120 - $15,500

Onsite Assessment - $4,120 - $15,500

Assessor Travel - $2,000*

(dependent on GSF)
(dependent on GSF)

Assessor Travel - $2,000*

(dependent on GSF)

Recognition Items (optional) - $175 - $1,500

Recognition Items (optional) - $175 - $1,500
Average: $14,000

(virtual onsite assessment)

Average: $9,500

(virtual onsite assessment)

*not required for virtual onsite assessments

QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU!

